VIOLET 4th Semester Community of Practice Meetings – Overall Summary

The 4th CoP Meetings of the project partners of the ERDF funded VIOLET Project took place during 2018 and January and February 2019.

The project results and progress from the current semester at a local level were disseminated. By comparing the identified best practices with those identified by others or other regions the horizon could be widened while at the same time validating the work of the last months.

The actions plan for the implementations of the project’s objectives were discussed and created on the grounds of the best practices and the experiences made. Also, the good practices of all the VIOLET project partners were presented to the regional Community of Practice members, to increase the impact and raise awareness about the chances attached to the project.

Measures to reduce moister, increase energy efficiency, address house owners directly or blow-tests to show the urgency to act are just a few examples of the outcomes of the meetings. Field trips for generating inspiration and validate their own ideas were achieved and also future planned.

It appears, that the interest of other regions which do not directly participate in the VIOLET project or media and public towards the project, its outputs and chances seems to grow.